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Across North America, many pastors are excited to see churches growing as they achieve their

mission to connect the message of the gospel with the community at large. Still others are equally

frustrated, following the exact same model for outreach but with lesser results. Indeed, just because

a "missional breakthrough" occurs in one place doesnâ€™t mean it will happen the same way

elsewhere. One size does not fit all, but there are cultural codes that must be broken for all

churches to grow and remain effective in their specific mission context. Breaking the Missional Code

provides expert insight on church culture and church vision casting, plus case studies of successful

missional churches impacting their communities. "We have to recognize there are cultural barriers

(in addition to spiritual ones) that blind people from understanding the gospel," the authors write.

"Our task is to find the right way to break through those cultural barriers without removing the

spiritual and theological ones."
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This book is about how we do church. More specifically, it is about the need to reinvent or change

the church in order to make it more attractive and welcoming to the culture where it is planted.The

book contains some very challenging and helpful information for church planters/pastors/leaders

and local church mission teams. For example, the authors begin with a helpful picture of the U.S.

changing "glocal" (global/local reality) culture and practical steps to identify the

unreached/unchurched people in their community. I also appreciate the emphasis on discipleship



and the acknowledgement and warning that we an actually attract a crowd without having a

church.Every church should continually examine human imposed traditions and customs, which can

cause a church to stagnate and die. The church must be willing to grow, adapt and try new things to

stay healthy and effective. However, the book puts too much emphasis on style, technique and

marketing know-how. The authors point to the many "successes" of other churches as a defense of

the importance of being missional.My concern is that while these successful churches have found a

niche in their community and experienced growth, some grow as s a result of marketing rather than

conversion. When we reinvent the church in order to attract the world, there is a tendency to

eliminate or compromise the gospel, because it is divisive, offensive and even foolish to the world.

Breaking the Missional Code touches on this fact but continues to advocate style and technique

over the importance and power of the gospel itself. There is a great temptation for niche churches to

offer another, more palatable, gospel in order to avoid offense.

In my opinion, this book really misses the mark for many reasons. #1. It is poorly organized. It

wanders around and is long, wandering and redundant. There are about 2 or 3 original ideas and

then the rest is all rehashing. #2. Considering that we are talking about spreading a faith that is alive

and vital, this book goes on and on about strategy, but is remarkably silent regarding anything that

would make me believe that the authors are "on fire for Jesus." Excuse me, but where is Jesus in all

of this methodology? I begin to get the idea that the authors are more on fire for breaking the code

than they are for Jesus. #3. It is a bit self aggrandizing and egocentric. There are a lot of references

that make a big deal about "code breakers" and especially the authors' efforts in that regard. This

brings me back to #2--"Look at me--I'm a code breaker!" Well, yes... and you can use this to sell me

a computer or the latest fashion trend, but now you're going to sell me Jesus? The point being:

Fresh bread is amazing--nobody has to sell me on it--it doesn't need an add campaign or fantastic

sales methods. Just put the bread in front of me and I will buy it. What does it say about the authors'

beliefs about Jesus that we need to talk about amazing code breakers in order to bring people into

relationship? #4. This book makes reference to the importance of having the right theology and then

hints that this might have something to do with changing gender roles. If there is a problem with the

roles that men and women are playing, please just come out and say it. Don't make hints and

assume that the reader knows what your doctrinal issues are. If good theology is important enough

to mention, then it is important enough to be specific and be prepared to defend it.
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